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About This Game

From the minds of iconoclast writer/director SUDA51 (Goichi Suda) and legendary directors Hiroyuki Kobayashi and Shinji
Mikami, killer7 returns for the first time in over 13 years! From the renowned studio Grasshopper Manufacture, Ltd. comes a

cult classic adventure game that cemented the studio's international fame and recognition.
(Photosensitive seizure warning: Game may potentially trigger seizures for people with photosensitive epilepsy. Viewer

discretion is advised.)

Dive into a dark world of underground assassins in a tale of revenge as Harman Smith, a man who manifests 7 deadly
personalities into the real world, known as the killer7. Take control of this distinct murderers' row as they hunt down the sinister
Kun Lan, to stop his plan of world dominance, and end his organization of deadly suicide bombers known as "Heaven Smile."

Multiple Personalities - Take control of Harman's distinct 7 personalities, each with their own appearance, personality,
weapon of choice and special ability.

A Sinister Foe - Face off against the "Heaven Smile" organization in a unique combination of first and third-person
shooting mechanics.

Killer Moves - Utilize the full host of killer7's special abilities to reveal secrets and solve puzzles.

Your Pick - Switch between personalities at will to best tackle every encounter.
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A Dark Path Awaits - Follow a deeply engaging storyline brought to you by one of the highly acclaimed creators of all
time, SUDA51.

A New Look - Optimized for PC, now experience the cult classic like it never has before!

A Killer Style - A timeless visual style that wowed audiences from its first reveal, perfectly ported to modern machines.

killer7 chronicles the connection between two men whose intertwined path develop into a compelling tale of revenge and
altering personas, propelling players into the consciousness of one man, Harman Smith and his seven different personalities.

Your goal: stop Heaven Smile, a group responsible for a wave of indiscriminate violence that is plaguing the world. Unique
characters, complex story, and dark imagery presented with striking cel-shaded graphics are all the essential ingredients for this

classic title.

CHARACTER PROFILE

Harman Smith
The central character in this story. He is an elderly man of 65, physically dependent on his live-in nursing assistant. However,

when aroused he shows his true colors as the "God Killer." His massive armor piercing rifle is one of his professional
trademarks.

- Weapon: Armor piercing rifle

Garcian Smith
The leader of 7 different personalities and also a loyal servant of Haman. He's low-key and nothing's ever humorous to him. He

uses his special telegnosis ability to search and destroy the Heaven Smiles that use optical camouflage.
- Weapon: Handgun with Silencer

Dan Smith
The most aggressive personality with the biggest attitude out of the 7. He's dressed cool with a suit and tie. No one will mistake
him for a business man, at least not with his big revolver he carries all the time. There is hatred in his eyes. Some even say that

if you stare into his eyes, you can see the devil.
- Weapon: Custom Magnum

Mask de Smith
A mysterious former professional wrestler, he managed to build quite a following with this unique blend of Lucha Libre and

British Lancashire style wrestling. There are rumors of his rampaging maskless through the ranks of the No Holds Barred circuit
as well. Just when he had been invited to New York to appear at the main event, he vanished without a trace. His specialty move
is known as the Smith Special (usually referred to in wrestling circles as the "burning hammer.") His double grenade launchers

pack a powerful punch and can fire normal, Electric, and Gravity grenades. Animals naturally flock to the young and kind-
hearted Babyface.

- Weapon: Double Grenade Launchers

Coyote Smith
Like a venomous serpent, he's a cold-blooded personality. A Latino thug who knows his ways in the streets. Coyote is

synonymous with the "art of lock-picking." He's a man who knows how to get things. It's this extraordinary skill that qualifies
him as a member of the Smithe Alliance. Also worth mentioning is his ability to take lives brutally.

- Weapon: Custom Revolver

Kevin Smith
This albino man uses a knife as his weapon of choice. He can disappear into thin air by taking off his shades. He favors solitude
over harmony. They say he's not a man of many words. But in actuality, no one has ever heard him speak. Some rumor that his

voice can summon gods.
- Weapon: Knives/Throwing Knives
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Kaede Smith
The only girl in the killer entourage. She summons hear deadly spirits by blasting out a shower of blood from her wrist. Because
she lives a life so close to death, her ability to survive life-or-death situations is beyond that of any living man. Her specialty is

long-range shooting. She's able to use a 2-step zoom when firing her weapon. On a personal level she's very passive and tends to
keep her distance from others.

- Weapon: Automatic Pistol with Scope

Con Smith
The blind boy Con has exceptional hearing that allows him to visualize sounds. He also has an awesome rapid-fire ability.

Another nice attribute is his super running speed that if he wanted could outrun almost any enemy. When he's asleep, he's just
an average child. Nobody would suspect him of being an elite assassin.

- Weapon: Double Automatics

ENEMY PROFILE

Kun Lan
A parasitic avatar from Haman Smith's past. With the power of the gods, he brought forth the "Heaven Smile." His plan is to

bring down the Federation of States.

Heaven Smile
Violent beings who exist through the hand of Kun Lan. Their sole mode of attacking is to get near their targets and blow

themselves up. In urban camouflage, they are very difficult to spot with the naked eye.
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Title: killer7
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
GRASSHOPPER MANUFACTURE INC., Engine Software BV
Publisher:
NIS America, Inc.
Franchise:
killer7
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese
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look this game just bout subverting expectations. anything u tryna expect aint happening here pojnt blank periodt.. I actually
really enjoy this game, for the price as well, it's really packed full of everything you want from a GRASSHOPPER title. This
game has been praised by Suda fans for being a masterpiece in game design and story-telling, and I can really see why.

This game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome in so many ways, it's hard to actually describe. so I recommend you play
it yourself, from start to end. Buy it, because this port is worth the cash.. Loved it, exactly what I wanted and I highly suggest it..
Arguably the mangum opus of auteur game designer Suda51 and Grasshopper Manufacture. A cult classic that subverts all
expectations, blends genres and brings arthouse to its medium.

"May the Lord smile... and the Devil have mercy.". an excellent port of an excellent game. SOUL everywhere. the only game
that is actually any good.. Playing it is like having sex with a beautiful woman over and over again..
hehe.....hehe.....hehe.....HAHAHAHAHA. In this twisted, self-contradictory, violent world is a story dealing with a man's past
and his ignorance towards it with the background being a political plot for the U.S. to gain control of a document that
details the plans to create the most successful cult on planet Earth.

Play it yourself, and you will not regret it one bit.. yup
killer7 is a good game
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Let's Play killer7 with SUDA51:

Dive deep into the world of killer7 with the game's creator himself: Goichi Suda, a.k.a. SUDA51! The mastermind behind this
classic action thriller shares his insights and inspiration while playing through killer7 in this exclusive and exciting video!. Now
Available in Lossless Format! - killer7 2018 Remastered OST:
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Silencing “Heaven’s Smile” never sounded so sweet! Relive the visceral experience of killer7 from your screen to your speakers
with the official digital soundtrack!

Spanning multiple genres including rock, techno, and jazz, this eclectic assembly of 71 tracks stylishly captures the unique
essence of killer7, from its colorful cast of characters to the odd world they inhabit.

Along with the original MP3 renderings, lossless (FLAC) versions of these tracks have also been added today to this remastered
soundtrack. This will be available to all previous and future purchases of this soundtrack, so new and old fans alike can enjoy an
enriched listening experience fitting for this diverse collection of music.

The killer7 digital soundtrack is available now on Steam. Now, let’s dance.. Interview with Ruud van de Moosdijk (Engine
Software):
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As co-founder and vice president of Engine Software, Ruud van de Moosdijk is no stranger to the challenges of adapting to an ever-
changing game industry. With a career spanning over 20 years, his current endeavors find him face-to-face with an ambitious and
monstrous project: porting the cult GameCube masterpiece, killer7, to PC. In this interview, Ruud shares his thoughts on porting
games to PC, living up to the legacy created by Goichi Suda, and the evolution of video games through the years.

killer7 is a game that, despite its divisive and controversial reception upon release, is considered today to be a “cult hit”
by the gaming community. Prior to you taking on the project of remastering this game, were you familiar with killer7?
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What were some of the aspects of killer7 that surprised you?

I played the game originally when it first came out, so I was familiar with it. I remember playing it the first time, after the game
had gotten some media attention, and I thought it was a very odd game at first. One of those experiences where you go, “I am
not sure if I like this.” But then you really get into the flow and the story, and the unique characters, and you realize you are
playing something that is special.

When it comes to ports and remasters, some approach it as merely updating the game’s graphics to suit newer
platforms, while others introduce new elements and sometimes practically create a new game from the shell of the
original. What were some of the more difficult aspects you had to resolve while preserving as much of the original
GameCube game as possible?

Some aspects of the development were of course a bit tricky...the original game was made for 4:3 and had to be adapted for
16:9. Another thing was that the original game runs on 30 FPS and we were adamant we wanted it to run on 60 FPS. Finally, the
addition of mouse controls for the PC version is brand new. That being said, with killer7 we felt the experience and sensations
for the player were what made the original game great, so that is what we focused on.

Goichi Suda regards killer7 as “his proudest achievement.” Did you feel any pressure to capture the original success of
killer7? How did you feel going into this project, and did your views change by the end?

Of course we felt pressure to do justice to Suda-San’s original work, to not disappoint our client, and to not disappoint the fans
of the game. The community-at-large was quite skeptical when the news was announced so that immediately became a focus for
us, to disprove that skepticism. That pressure exists with every game we work on, but I will admit it feels a bit different working
on such a unique game by a prolific designer such as Suda51, and a game I enjoyed thoroughly myself. Luckily, so far
everything is going very well, and Grasshopper Manufacture and NIS America both seem happy with what we are doing.

This year is seemingly the “Year of Remasters,” with legacy titles such as Disgaea 1, Disgaea 5, Ys VIII: Lacrimosa of
DANA, and the upcoming The Caligula Effect: Overdose all being “brought back” into today’s gaming landscape. In
your opinion, what made killer7 worthy of a “revival”?

There are always several reasons to look at a certain title to bring back, in my opinion. Is the game special enough that it would
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still stand out in today’s market? Is the game experience something a newer generation should experience and appreciate? Are
there mounting requests to bring this game back on modern machines? killer7 ticks off all these boxes, so it was an absolute no-
brainer to try and bring it back. I am very happy it is happening.

You founded Engine Software in 1995, and have seen video games and the game industry evolve all the way through to
today. As a seasoned veteran of the industry, what has kept you excited and motivated to continue down this path in the
game industry?

For me personally, it really has been something different every couple of years or so. When we just started, I was just excited to
be part of this industry, and walk around the events and meeting people whose games I played when I was a kid. Then when the
new generation of console hardware would come out, I’d be excited about the new possibilities it would bring, like being able to
play actual audio tracks for music! That was such a big thing! Or when Mad Dog McCree came out in the arcades and full
motion video suddenly wasn’t science fiction anymore. As a developer, we are doing more ports and remasters now, and it offers
a whole other level of satisfaction, as we get to work with people that made games that we hold in very high esteem or on
properties we grew up with.

Now as a gamer (yeah, we are gamers too!), what really gets me going is the incredible world building and storytelling we can do
in games these days. Metal Gear Solid V, Skyrim, The Witcher 3, Horizon Zero Dawn, Dishonored, Infamous, Last of Us...the
sheer immersion and believability of their worlds amazes me every time. I hear people often say that single player games are
dying, but they have never been of a higher quality. That being said, the overall quality of games, both triple-A and indie, has
never been this high in my opinion, while the industry itself has never been more open and welcoming. I’m excited for the
future.

Many people will be experiencing this game for the first time with this release on Steam. Do you have any comments
that you would like to share with new players?

It is hard to explain why people should absolutely pick up this title, as it does not have the epicness or visual grandeur of modern
popular titles. That being said, the depth of the game, the characters, the story...not many games these days, or ever, achieved
the level of depth that killer7 does. It is a unique experience to play it and I think it will not disappoint anyone that tries it!
. English Subtitles Available Now for killer7 on Steam®!:

We are happy to announce that English subtitles have been added to the latest update for killer7, available now through the
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Steam® launcher. To add on to the excitement, killer7 is today's Daily Deal at 10% off!

Subtitles can be enabled through the "Configure" menu when starting the game from the library, or in-game by pressing F11.
Previously unavailable on the original console release, we are proud to bring this fan-requested quality-of-life change to make
killer7 accessible to all fans!. killer7 available NOW!:

Hey everyone! With killer7 available now, we’re super excited to highlight some of the noteworthy updates implemented into
this title as it makes the leap from console to PC.

All drawn animation sequences have been upgraded to fit the new 16:9 aspect ratio offered by modern computer
devices. You can see an example here.

The entire game is rendered at 60 FPS except the “reload” animation. We found that increasing the frames to 60 FPS
during the “reload” animation introduces unwanted artifacts at every other frame, so in order to keep the behavior true to
the original, we’ve locked this animation to 30 FPS. Ultimately, our goal was to update as many parts of the game as
possible without compromising the quality of the gameplay, and we aimed to achieve that with how the game was
presented and experienced as a whole.

Players have a variety of options for reconfiguring key bindings. We’ve split up couple of the actions that are possible to
make the game experience natural for KB/M users. For example: “Walk”, “Accept”, and “Fire” were originally bound to
A button on GameCube. We’ve given the option to split them up into individual button configuration, so you can walk
with “W” and fire with “LMB.”

Players can now quickly swap between Harman’s different personas using the number keys 1-6 on the keyboard
(configurable).
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“Restore health” QOL feature has been added as a key. (Which was normally only possible from the menu)

Many 2D puzzles that were originally made in 4:3 ratio have been reworked to 16:9 ratio.

Many 2D assets have updated textures to match the new 1080p resolution offered by current computer devices. This
ensures that while the resolution is higher, everything appears crisp and clear.

Original
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Updated

All of Travis's shirts are crystal clear in the Steam version!

Thank you for all of your support for the release of killer7. We have been looking forward to bringing this iconic classic from
Suda51 and Grasshopper Manufacture! We appreciate your excitement for this title, and we hope you enjoy playing it! Visit the
Steam page today!
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